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Communicated by V. V. Sazonov 
The limit theorems for polylinear forms are obtained. Conditions are found 
under which the distribution of the polylinear form of many random variables is 
essentially the same as if all the distributions of arguments were normal. 
0. INTR~DU~ION 
Before considering the theorems presented in this paper, we construct a 
general scheme, which seems to be convenient for investigating sufficiently 
arbitrary functions of many random vectors (r. vet.). 
Let x, )...( X,, be a sequence of independent random vectors (i. r. vet.) in 
Rk. Consider a sequence of vector functions of r. vet. Xj , i.e., define 
5, = Kz(-& ,..., Ad, 
where H = {HJ.)} is a sequence of measurable functions such that for any n 
H,(a): (Rk)n -+ RL. 
Let F={F,,F,,...} b e a sequence of probability distributions in Rk, let 
QnF denote the distribution of r. vet. 5, in the case where r. vet. Xj have distri- 
butions Fj , and Xi are independent. Let 9 denote a class of sequences of 
distributions F. 
DEFINITION. We shall say S is the invariance class (IC) for the sequence of 
r. vet. [ = Et,}), if for any F E F 
Q~F - Qnc --+ 0 (0.1) 
as n -+ 00 weakly with respect to the class of all continuous bounded functions 
in RL. 
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This definition (as well as all of the following statements) may be generalized 
to the case of triangular arrays of i. r. vet. For the sake of brevity we shall 
restrict ourselves to the case of sequences of r. vet. 
The classical example, for which (0.1) holds for a sufficiently “large” class, is 
connected with the central limit theorem, the simplest version of which asserts 
that, if k = 1, S is the class of F such that all Fi(eF) are independent ofj and 
have zero expectations and the same variance for all F, then 9 is IC for the 
sequence of functions 
Hn =&+ --.+x,>. 
However, although the theory of summation of independent random variables 
((i.r.v.) is highly developed, nonlinear functions of many r.v. have been investi- 
gated only episodically and there is no theory for a sufficiently large class of 
nonlinear functions. 
In this paper the limit theorems for polylinear forms of many r.vec. are 
presented in the spirit of the definition given above. It is easy to derive the corre- 
sponding assertions for arbitrary polynomials of many r.v. The sense of these 
theorems rests particularly on the fact that under natural assumptions (similar 
to those in the limit theorems for sums of i.r.v.) the distribution of, for example, 
a polynomial, with fixed degree in the case of a large number of arguments, 
asymptotically depends only on such (integral) moments of random arguments, 
the degree of which is no more then double the degree of the polynomial. 
Preceding related work can be found in [l-7]. The conditions of the theorems 
in [l-7] will be significantly weakened and presented below in a more finished 
form. In particular, the propositions of this paper take into account the fact 
that the left side of (0.1) may be “small” not only as a result of the increase in 
n, but also because the “marginal” distribution from the sequences F and G 
(i.e., Fj and Gj) may be “close”. It is natural to calI assertions about the behavior 
of the left side of (O.l), which take this circumstance into account, “theorems 
on stability of the distributions of the functions H.” 
The approach presented above doesnot encompass the search for a limit 
distribution of r.vec. 5, . This of course simplifies the problem as in the “non- 
linear” case, the form of the limit distribution, if it exists, can be quite compli- 
cated. If the fact of “invariance” is established it is then possible to search for 
the distribution, QnF , as n becomes large by choosing from S those F for 
which the calculation of the QnF is simplest. In the “linear” case, the relevant 
distribution is, as a rule, normal. The distribution of quadratic forms of a normal 
r.v. has also been described in detail ([8-131 and their bibliographies). We note 
in passing the works [14-151, which contain some sufficient conditions for 
asymptotic normality of quadratic forms for the case of nonnormally distributed 
variables, and 1161 from which one extracts sufficient conditions for asymptotic 
normality for forms of order greater than two. 
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Here we should also note that (as can be easily derived from the above men- 
tioned works and from the following discussion) the class of possible limit 
distributions for polylinear forms is signiticantly broader than the normal 
type and that the normal distribution does not occupy a “central” position in this 
class. Accordingly the conditions of asymptotic normality in the mentioned 
works are sufficiently “strong” and in particular include the assumption of 
“weak” dependence between addends of f0rms.l 
On the other hand the suggested formulation allows an extension of the class 
of investigated problems and allows the study of those cases where (0.1) holds 
but the limit distribution does not exist. In particular such an approach permits 
us to discover simple but heretofore unknown facts even in the area of summation 
of i.r.v. (e.g., see [17, 181 and (3.6) below). 
Now we turn to our concrete results. Below we restrict ourselves to the case 
where E 1 Xj I2 < co. 
1. THE SIMPLEST RESULT 
Let 3 = {jr ,..., jJ be a sample of size K (<n) from the sequence (1,” . , n), 
il < ... <j, . Define the sequence of polylinear forms 
(1.1) 
where Xj, is the pth coordinate of Xj , a,(*) is a coefficient of the form (which 
may depend on n), and the summation is over all samples j. 
For the sake of simplicity of the propositions and proofs, we shall consider 
only one form (1 .I). However, all the following assertions may be generalized 
(in an obvious manner) to the case of an arbitrary finite set of such forms (see 
[5] where it is shown how such a generalization may be realized). Hence we may, 
in fact, without loss of generality put 
EXjp = 0, EXj”, = 1. (1.2) 
Indeed any form (1.1) may be represented as a linear combination of the forms 
of r.vec. with zero expectations. Furthermore, if the variances of Xi, are not 
equal to one, we may replace the coefficients a,(j) by the a,(j)[Var(X& **a 
Var(XtkJ1le. 
Takmg into account (1.2), we shall suppose that 
(l-3) 
1 Any form, which is the “sum of products,” may be considered as a sum of dependent 
addends, and one may investigate the conditions (on the coefficients of the form) under 
which the dependence between these addends is “weak.” 
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From (1.2) and (1.3) 
EL, = 0, El,,= = 1. (1.4) 
Note also that, if 
(1.5) 
where Yi E R’, then the form (1.1) is a polynomial of r. v. YI ,..., Y,, and any 
polynomial with finite degree may be represented as a linear combination of a 
finite number of polynomials of types (l.l)-(1.5). 
At first we formulate the simplest consequence .of the general theorem. Let 
2 
Sj* = 
;  2 an2w 
Here the summation is over all samples j, which contain the index j. The multi- 
plier l/k is used in order that 
pn = 1. (1.6) 
For any measure TV, we define 
ForanyE>O,anyorsuchthatO<or~l,andanysequenceF={F,,F,,...t 
detine the function 
/I&X; E, F) = 2 sj2np(+;n; Fi>. 
i-l 
(1.7) 
We shall say that for the sequence F the condition II(a) holds, if for any cl > 0 
asn-+co 
n&Y; E; F) -+ 0. 
If CL = 1, (1.7) is Lindeberg’s expression (though our notation is different) and 
therefore the following assertions will include the theorem of Lindeberg. If 
01 < 1, it is impossible to reduce (1.7) to Lindeberg’s expression, but, as was 
shown in [5], the presence of 01 in (1.1) is crucial for the problem studied here. 
From A(U) we immediately obtain 
maXjsndn -+ 0. (1.8) 
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If uniformly in n 
p’n’(A;F) = i sja,p{A;Fj} + 0 
i-1 
as A + co; then the condition A(U) is equivalent to (1.8). It is obvious that (1.9) 
in its turn holds if for allj = 1, 2 ,..., Fj = Fl . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 9 be the class of sequences of distributions F, such that 
for any Fi E F E 3, (1.2) holds (i.e., (1.2) holds if F, is the distribution of r.v. X,), 
let the covariance matrix of Fj depend only on j (i.e., be the same VF E P), and 
for any F E 9 let the condition A( 1 /k) hold. Then S is IC for the sequence 5 = {cn}. 
2. GENERAL THEOREM 
For any Y = l,..., k, fixed sample j(r) = {j, ,..., jr} from l,..., tt, define 
s%,).~ = (f)-’ C an2( M)), (2-l 1 
bLw3rw) 
where the summation is over all samples p(k) of size k, which contain the set 
numbers j(y). For I = 1 the last definition is equivalent to the definition of 
sin in Section 1. In the following we shall write, for simplicity, s;(r) or even 
I? , where there is no danger of misunderstanding. The multiplier l/(k,) is used 
in order that 
c G(r) = 1. J(c) 
For E > 0 and a sequence F define k functions 
!-j te; F, = Z) j,, a- I,r~,s>,,8,( ) fi 1 x” I”%(dx”), , = 
(2.2) 
where the summation is over all samples of size I, x* are k-dimensional vectors, 
and the integration is over a set from (I?*)‘. 
THEOREM 1. Let F be the class such that VF* E F E .9, (1.2) holds, and the 




Then S is IC for the sequence 5. 
We shall now clarify when the k conditions (2.4) may be replaced by one 
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condition A(a). It is obvious that, for example, it may be done for the polynomial 
(XI + ... + X,)k (where Xi E R1) but if we deal with the polynomial C”‘;’ 
-G&,1 > it is impossible to reduce the conditions (2.4) to /l (1) (see details in 
PI)- 
We shall say that for the triangular array of numbers (or, ,..., e,,}, the condi- 
tion B(p), q >( 0, holds if 
We consider that always 
0 < ej, < 1 (2.5) 
and B(0) holds if 
Eiii(ng e,,) < co. 
n 
Note that, if q < 0, B(q) holds for any fl,, in (2.5). (If @, -+ 0, the left side of 
B(q) vanishes Vq < 0.) Now, Vr = l,..., k and Vp > 0, define 
and 
Ljn(Y;p) = +%;,2-= c s;;p 
7Waj 
(2.6) 
W&; P> = W,&; P)12’p. 
The multiplier Y-~--P/~ is used, as one may easily verify, in order that 
(2.7) 
Lj,(Y; 0) = 1, L,,(y; P> 6 1. 
Note that for any set of positive aI ,..., a,,, 
and M(p) monotonically increases (with respect to p). Also note that the closer 
M(p) is to N-l, the less the dispersion of the values of a, ,..., a,,, . 
COROLLARY 1 .l. Let (1.2) hold VF E 9, the covuriunce matrix of Fj depends 
only on j. Assume that the condition A(a) holds, where a is a number such that 
0 < a < 1 and the condition B(YLI - 1) holds with 
4, = W,(y; P) (2.8) 
VY = 1 ,..., hundforsomep>O. Then.FisICfor[. 
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The proof of the corollary will be given in Section 8. 
EXAMPLE. Let k = 2. Then, the condition n(l) is sufficient if, for fl, deter- 
mined in (2.6)-(2.8), th e conditions B(0) and B(1) hold. But B(0) always holds, 
and B( 1) is equivalent to the condition 
iG f Oj, < 03, 
j=l 
at the same time, n-l < 6,, < 1, so the closer e,, is to +, the less the “dis- 
persion” of the values of the coefficients in the jth row and column of the 
matrix of the bilinear form. 
Proposition 1 follows immediately from Corollary 1.1, because condition 
B(rkl - 1) always holds Vr = I,..., K. 
3. THE THEOREM, INCLUDING THE STABILITY CONDITION 
For any pair of sequences of distributions (F, G) put 
?P 5.b.G) = Fj - Gj * 
Where no misunderstanding can arise, we shall simply write Yj . We estimate the 
closeness of covariance matrixes by 
We shall say that, for the pair (F, G), condition (A) holds if, as n --t co 
A,(F, G) = i SjZrj(F, G) + 0. (A) 
j=l 
Denote the variation of the generalized measure p(y(dx) by the symbol 1 Y(dx)l. 
Denote by EJE; F, G) the right side of (2.3) in the case, where the measures 
Fj are replaced by the measures 1 Yj(dx)l. 
THEOREM 2. (1) Assume that VFj E F E 9, (1.2) holds, VF E s condition (A) 
holds, and Vc > 0, r = I,..., k, 
!F 
E;F,G)+O (3.1) 
as n + co. Let 9F contain a sequence G(O) = {q , Gi ,...} such that, uniformly in n, 
aSA-+cO 
,@‘(A; G(O)) + 0. (3.2) 
Then fl is IC for 5. 
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(2) Assume now that all the distributions Fj E F E 9 are in fact one-dimen- 
sional, i.e., there exist subspaces R’ C Rk such that Vj F,(R) = 1. Let pj(dx) be the 
generalized measure on R’ corresponding to ??‘, and ‘uj(x) be the generalized distribu- 
tion function, corresponding to ?Ps(dx). Then in the conditions of the theorem, all 
integrals of the type 
s ,r,>u I x I2 I V4L XER%, 
may be replaced by integrals of the type 
s ,s,>u Ix I I %4 4 XERl. 
Note, that G(O), having the specific property (3.2), is used in the theorem 
only for the sake of simplicity. In fact it is possible to prove these assertions in 
such a manner that the distributions with which we are dealing enter symmetri- 
cally in their formulation. One may find examples of such propositions in [5]. 





-1 I x I I Y,Wl dx 
when k = 1. Note that, on account of (1.2), 
a, < 2k. 
Let (compare with (2.6) and (2.7)) 
(3.3) 
L,,(r, p) = (2k)-rr-1-“2 . s;~-’ 
,:a Vi1 
2+9 
*‘* vi,sJ(rj 3 (3.4) 
fijnh P) = hd~~ P112’p. (3.5) 
We &all say that for a pair (F, G) the condition x(a) holds if VE > 0 
COROLLARY 2.1. The assertion of Theorem 2 remains true if the k conditions 
(3.1) are replaced by one condition &OI) where 01 is such that VY = I,..., k and for 
somep > 0 the condition B(ra - 1) holds with 0,, = il?Tjn(r; p). 
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In $vdculur the k conditions (3.1) may be replaced by one condition &/k). 
The proof of the corollary will be given in Section 8. 
If k = 1, the condition A(l) ( see also assertion (2) of Theorem 2) may be 
rewritten as 
; s52 L>c,, 1 x 1 - 1 F,(x) - G5(x)l dx + 0, (3.6) 
whereF&), Gj( x are distribution functions. If the distributions G, are normal, ) 
(3.6) turns into the natural generalization of Lindeberg’s condition in the 
“nonclassical” case of absence of the condition of the negligibility of the addends 
(the details of the statement of the problem and the conditions of the convergence 
to the normal law may be seen in [19]). In [18] there is a proof of the fact that 
in the case of “normal” convergence condition (3.6) is a necessary one. 
4. LEMMAS ON “TAILS” OF VARIANCES 
LEMMA 1. For the form 5, (see (1.1)) and for an.. A > 0, v > 0, a comtant 
C(k), dependiq only on k, exists such that 
JW,~; I 5, I > l/4 < C(k)WV + A) + P’(4 F)) 
where ptn)(A; F) is defined in (1.9). 
This lemma was proved in [5]. 
(4.1) 
We shall also need the following simple general inequalities. Let F(x) be a 
distribution function (d.f.), f(t) be the characteristic function (c.f.) of F, and 
u2 the second absolute moment of d.f. F. 
LEMMA 2. Foranyv>O 
s IXl>l/tJ x2 dF(x) < i inf 2 u>v I u2 1 e12 [Ref(2u) - 1 + 202f]/. (4.2) 
Proof is simple. For any t > 0 
Ref(t) - 1 + 2-la2t2 = 2-%r2t2 - Irn (1 - cos tx) dF(x) 
--m 






= (2-lt2 - 29) J;,,,,,. x2 dF(x). 
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Putting t = 2u, one obtains (4.2). Substituting in (4.2) u = 3iJa~/2~f~ one 
has 
COROLLARY 2.1. For any v > 0 
s x2 dF(x) < v-2{Ref(2v) - 1 - 3a2v2} (4.3) IXl>liV 
Now let G be another d.f. with the same second moment a2 and let g(t) be its 
c.f. From (4.3) we find that 
I ,o,,l,o x2 dF(4 d u-2 I JWWV - gW/“v))I 
+ CO-~ 11-1 (cos(~~‘~vx) - 1 + 3v2x2) dG(x) 1. (4.4) 
The second addend in the right side of (4.4) is not less than 
#v2B2a2 + 6 J;z,>B x2 dG(x) 
with arbitrary B > 0. Taking B = E/V, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.2. For any E, v > 0 and pair (F, G), as determined above, 
s x2 dF(x) < 6 IXl>l/tl j,.,> c ,. x2 dG(x) + Qc”u” 
+ zr2 I f((6)““v) - g((6)““v)I. (4.5) 
5. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS. GENERAL PART 
We shall compare the Fourier transforms (F.t.) of the distributions of 
polylinear forms, which are generated by different distributions of the 
arguments. 
Let X = {X1 ,..., X, ,... > be determined by the above sequence of i.r. vet. 
We fix two sequences F = {Fl , F, ,... }, G = {Gr , G, ,... } and also consider the 
sequence Q, = {Gr ,..., G,-i , Fj , Fj+l ,... }. For any F denote by E, “the 
expectation” in the case, where Vj r.vec. X, have distributions Fj . In particular 
for any measurable function H(a) 
E,H(X, ,..., x,) = j- --. j- H(x, ,..., xn)FJdxl) --F,(dx,J. 
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Specify, that, e.g., 
Put Ei = Eoj. In particular, El = EF and En+lH(Xl ,..., X,) = E,H(X, ,..., X,). 
Furthermore let fn(t) = E, exp(it[,} and g,(t) = EG exp{it[,}. Since (see (1.4)) 
the sequence 5 = (5,) is stochastically bounded, it is sufficient for US to clarify 
when Vt 
f&> - &W + 0 (54 
asn-+co.Let 
U,(m) = p%z(j) x,11 -** X,& 
when the summation in x51” is over all samples such that jm = j. If j cannot 
have range m (i.e., be the mth term of the sample in which elements increase), 
then we consider that the corresponding sum vanishes. Define 
(where x = (x1 ,..., A.$). 
Note that r.v. Zj(m) does not depend on Xj . We have 
EZj”(m) = sj”(m) = 2”” d(j) < sjz (5.2) 
and Vm = I,..., K 
,C: .Tj”(?fZ) = 1. 
Putting Yj = Fj - Gj , we find 
< i 1 Ej exp{i& - itUj(X)} 1 exp{itU,(x)} Yj(dX) ] 
54 
(5.3) 
(If the field of integration is not specified, it coincides with Rk. In the last ine- 
quality Ej is the expectation of a function of r.vec. XI ,..., X,-l, X,,, ,..., X,, .) 
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Now we have 
= s, + 1 t 1 s, + 2-lt%s, . (5.4) 
From (1.2) it follows that S, = 0. In the following we shall denote any constant 
C(K) by E. In different formulas E may denote different constants. Taking into 
account (5.2), we obtain 
where A@, G) was defined in Section 3. Now we turn to S, . Let E > 0, 
B = (B, ,..., B,} is a set of positive numbers, iVl# = {x: 1 U,(x)1 > c/&}, 
Mjm = {x = (x1 ,..., xk): 1 x, 1 - 1 Zj(m)I > eBj}, wherej = l,..., n, m = l,..., k, 
and defined sets are considered as sets in “k-dimensional space of x’s.” The 
properties of these sets depend on the values of r.v. Zj(m). Furthermore, for 
any r.v. Yl ,.. ., Y, 
< k2 f E{Y<‘; 1 Yj I > R/k)‘. 
h-1 
(5.6) 
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From (5.6) it follows that Vc > 0 
+ E I t I3 BjEjZi2(m) d.0; I ‘Yj I>>* 
Putting vj = ~(0; I Yj]} from this and from (5.2)-(5.5) we have 
+ ~22 E 1 t I3 i sj*(m) Bjvj 
i=l 
+ t2 i sj2(m) H(j)(c; m; Bj) , 
i-l II (5.7) 
W’(E; m; Bj) = Ej[ZF(m) p(rBj/sj(m) I Zj(m)j; I Yj I>] 
= s I x ?Ej{&ja(m); I &(m>l > $&j(m) I x I> I Yj(dx)l (5.8) 
and 
-&(m) = ZjWhW 
If the one-dimensional space R exists such that F,(R) = 1 for all j, one may 
use the integration by parts and come to more precise assertions, which do not 
include the variations of the generalized measures Yj . In this case (see notation 
in Section 3) (5.7) holds with 
H(j)(*) = Jm E,{Zj2(m); I Z)(m)\ > l BJs,(m) I x I} I x I I Yj(x)I dx, (5.9) 
--m 
where Yj(x) is the generalized d.f., corresponding to the distribution on R. We 
omit the uncomplicated calculations leading to (5.9). Note that one may “ex- 
clude” the “variations” I Yj(dx)( an d in the multidimensional case but this leads 
to the complication of already cumbersome expressions. (How this may be done 
is shown in [20], where the linear case has been investigated and the speeds of 
the convergence have been estimated). 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let f = I,..., k; B(r) = (mlr ,..., VZ,~) is a sample from the sequence (l,..., k), 
ml, < ... < m,,, and I;(r) = (pi, ,...,P,,) is a sample from the sequence 
(L..., 4,Pl, < ... <Pm * Below, where there is no danger of misunderstanding, 
we shall write simply i?i, p and omit the second subindex Y in mj, , p,, . Let 
U&)(ili(r)) = 2’” a(j) xj,l *‘* xjkk 9 
where the summation is over all samples (jr ,. .., jlc} (size k from l,..., n) such 
that jm, = p, vs = l,..., Y. Similarly define ss2(%). Put 
-%(jJi) = wqfi&*q 7 
Z&i) = 2,@)/s,(w>. 
Again, if p, ,...,p, cannot have ranges ml ,..., m, , we put Z,(H) = UJ%) = 
SJE) = 0. It is obvious that, if Y = K, 
~,(?d(fw) = 4m))9 Z,-(,)@(k)) = 1. (6.1) 
For any T = l,..., k put 
-GdW); I -%:(,)(w)l l=- +L&qy)) fi I 9 1 I , (6.2) g=l 
where 
X* are k-dimensional vectors, f = (9 ,..., x’). We prove that Vr = l,..., k and 
E>O 
If&> - gn(t)l 
= o(l) + E I t I3 ]E + g~,y -1 &,)@(r)) fJm(c WI + PY-l; G)\, 
D(C) 
(6.3) 
where I f I = max{l t j, I} and, writing o(l), we mean asymptotic behavior as 
n-+oo. 
It is easy to understand that (see also (6.1)) when Y  = k the second addend in 
the figure bracket in (6.3) coincides with the expression fikn. (see Section 3) and 
consequently, if we prove (6.3) even for Y  = k, we shall have proved the theorem. 
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We prove (6.3) by induction. Putting B, = 1 in (5.7) and (5.8) and using (3.3) 
one may obtain 
Ifn(t> - gn(t)l < E I t I3 A,#, G) + 6 + mp f sj2(m) f&(~ m) , 
I j=l I 
where Hj(-) is Hb&*) with fi(l) = p,, = j. From this and from condition (A) 
(Section 3), we obtain (6.3) for r = 1. 
Now we carry out the induction from Y to Y + 1. Again consider the second 
addend in the figure bracket in (6.3). F ix Y, E and define (in the space (R”)7) 
sets 
w49 9 a) = 
I 
xl,..., XI: fi 1 x2 1 > l ,/SJ(tB) , (6.4) 
cl=1 I 
where ifi = B(Y), 3 = i(r), e1 > 0. We divide the external integral in expression 
(6.2) into two integrals: over the set n/r(q , H) and its complement. Denote the 
first integral by H;(E, e1 , iii), the second integral by H~(E, q , a). Since 
EZ,2@) = 1 (6.5) 
it follows from the conditions of the theorem that VE, > 0 
d c G2-“(3 Sh*-(r m) yw, PI* (6.6) 
i p 1.- 
In order to estimate the similar sum for H~(E’, q , i7i) we use Corollary 2.2 to 
Lemma 2 (see (4.5)).2 For the sake of brevity 
It follows from (4.5) that Ve > 0 
E,p{z#z); 1 q&q > c-l} 
< 6{c2 + EG{zj2@); 1 ~&%)I > r@} 
+ c-2 1 E,? exp(i(6) 1/2~&@)} - EG exp{i(6)112@&(%)}/} 
= 6{<” + I:‘(M) + I;‘@)}. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
s The estimate (4.5) will allow us to realize the reduction to forms of lower order. 
A device which is similiar in idea, but different in technique has been used in a less 
general situation by Girko in [7j. Girko [A has not given direct estimates, but has realized 
an indirect device of reduction to the theorem of W. Feller (on the summation of i.r.v.). 
It is easy to discover a connection between this theorem and inequaltiy (4.5). 
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It is obvious that one may estimate the last expression only when 
fJ I xg I < dm- (6.9) 
For any A > 1 we obtain from (6.9) and (4.1) 
Ip(m) < EG{Z92(ix); 1 Z*(rn)I > E~+l/Q} 
(6.10) 
(+‘+l)l’” A + ~;~(iii) i s&,p{A; Gj} , 
i=l I 
where s$ ,) is similar to sb2, but corresponds to the sample obtained by joining 
j to sample p, If j equals one of the numbers p, ,..., p, , we put s($,~) = 0. 
Putting A = cl, cl = •‘+l+~~ in (6.10) we have 
I;‘(m) < F E + S;‘(M) f s&~),I{E-~, G,} . 
! j-1 I 
From this and from (3.3) one may easily obtain 
< C(E + ,dn)(cl; G)}. (6.11) 
Consider the third addend from (6.8). Z,(%) is a form of the type (l.l), and we 
may use (5.7) and (5.8). Note that in estimates of ED;(.) - ,?&{a} (see (6.8)) we 
must consider that r.vec. Xj , with j < p, , have the distributions Gj . Therefore 
in the estimates under discussion all terms with numbers j < p, vanish. Finally 
using (5.7) and (5.8) for z@) we have 
+ G2W c &n(@, 4) @%; m; B,,) , I (6.12) j>& 
where for the present B,, are arbitrary positive numbers, @, m) is the sample 
(ml ,..., mT , m), and the expression of type (5.8), corresponding to z,@), is 
equal to 
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where %,jd(f% 4) and s(~,~~C m m )I are corresponding expressions for samples 
(jY, j), (@, m). Now putting 
Bj, = +j(?Fi) fJ 1 xcr I, 
q-1 
“replacing” in (6.12) max, by Cm and using (6.12), (6.7), we have 
s M-c( D Cl. 
m) 4%) we P> 
+ sP(ifi) C %A((% ml) H(~.AV+~, @, 4) - i I 
From (6.2), (6.8), (6.101, and (6.13), denoting (iii, m), @,j) by @(r + l), 
j$r + l), respectively, one may obtain 
; sD”(@) H;(E, +ii) < E (c + ,P)(&; G) 
+ ,,& s;(r+difi(r + 1)) fb(r+~)(‘++~, NY + 1,]1. (6.14) 
The next to last sum is not greater than 
EC (1 &.j)) yj(F, G) < &(F, G)* (6.15) 
j 
From (6.14), (6.15), (6.6), and condition (A) we have (6.3) with Y  + 1 instead of 
Y. The induction is realized, and, consequently, assertion (1) from Theorem 2 is 
proved. Assertion (2) may be proved similarly using (5.9) instead of (5.8). 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
It may be easily realized using Theorem 2. Let class 9 contain sequences F 
for which (2.4) is satisfied. Then, if S is not empty, 
max &.J + 0 
l(r) (7.1) 
VY = l,..., k as n + 00. We now fix a sequence G(s) = {Go, Go ,...I, where any 
68319/4-s 
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term is the same distribution GO . It follows from (7.1), that G(O) E 9. Since 
(3.2) holds for G (01, it remains for us to show that, if (2.4) holds for a pair 
(F, G(O)) where F(O) E 9, the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. We omit 
the corresponding simple calculations, however, note that one must use the 
inequality 
where F, G are measures for which j 1 x I2 F(dx), s I x l”F(dx) d C. 
8. PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.1 
We fix an integer r Q k, denote % = (xl,..., xr) E (I?)‘, where xi E R”, and 
consider in (I?“)’ sets 
M(E;j) = 5: fr 1 Xq 1 > l /Sj 3 
I q=l i 
where j = j(r). Let A?$,( E; a) = {ti I XQ 1 > •/s~~}, where now j = I,..., n, and 
0 (01 < 1. We have 
Furthermore 
(where I$“’ is the product over all i # m). Therefore 
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Now fixing p > 0 for any sample j we have 
and 
It is obvious that it is sufficient to consider Y > 1. Let E < 1. Applying the 
Holder inequality to (8.3) one may obtain the fact that the right side of (8.3) 
does not exceed 
< &r-1) f $+"+qj, 
i=l 
where Ej is the same as in (3.4). If (Y < l/r, then, since .&j < 1, 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
Let ar > l/r. Since JIj = $fj(y, p), defined in (3.5), increases monotonically 
with respect to p, it is sufficient to prove the corollary only for small p. Let 
p < 2/(rol - 1). Then the left side of (8.5) does not exceed 
( g1 sj2)(1-I(~~-l))‘2 (il Lf’p”“-l’)y(- 
(Above we used (3.5)). From (8.4)-(8.6) it follows, finally, that 
(8.7) 
Remembering the conditions B(ra - 1) we easily obtain from (8.1), (8.2), and 
(8.4) the assertion of the corollary. 
It is obvious that we may say that Corollary 1.1 is also proved. 
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